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Abstract

Context-free grammars (CFGs) provide an intuitive and powerful formal
ism for describing the syntactic structure of parsable input streams. Un
fortunately, existing online parsing algorithms for such streams admit only
a subset of possible CFG descriptions. Theoretically, it is possible to parse
any deterministic context-free language (CFL) in a single pass, as long as
the grammar describing the CFL belongs to the LR(fc), k > 1 subset
of CFGs. However, obtaining a suitable LR(fc) description for a lan
guage is not an easy task — especially when fc = 1 — and usually entails
an increase in complexity of the rewritten CFG. More importantly, such
rewriting inevitably obfuscates the syntactic structure of the language and
complicates the placement of semantic bindings. Instead of searching for
yet another subclass of CFGs amenable to parsing, we propose to augment
the definition of the CFG itself by allowing associativity and precedence to
be specified for each production in the grammsir. We call the resulting for
malism an ordered context-free grammar (OCFG). Compared to ordinary
context-free grammars, OCFGs can often reduce the number of distinc-
t derivation trees for a given sentence in a CFL; those parse trees that
remain can be arranged into a strict partial order. These characteristics
make it very easy to craft unambiguous descriptions for context-free lan
guages using OCFGs. At the same time, parsers constructed from OCFGs
rely on deterministic pushdown automata and are structurally identical to
their CFG counterparts. For the well-known LR(fc) and LALR(/i:) subsets
of CFGs, we define analogous subsets of OCFGs, called LRP(fc) and LA-
LRP(fc), and illustrate how these may be used for defining programming
language constructs much more succinctly. Finally, we briefly describe
the parser generator designed construct bottom-up parsers from
LALRP(l) grammar specifications.
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1 Introduction and Motivation

Parsing plays an essential role in softwaredevelopment and deployment. Tradi
tionally employed as translator front-ends, parsers have also found use in pro
cessing streaming content such as markup information [BPSM98] and mobile
code [FK97] as it is received over a network. In addition, parsing algorithms
can be modified to facilitate the outputofsyntactically structured data, in a pro
cess sometimes referred to as "anti-parsing." [Bea95]. In all of these situations,
context-free grammars (CFGs) represent the formalism of choice for describing
the language to be processed. CFGs foster a separation of concerns (and hier
archical decomposition) by requiring that each construct and syntactic subset
be defined apart from the others. Just as importantly, they lend themselves to
straightforward and efficient parsing algorithms.

Although numerous deterministic algorithms for CFGs havebeen developed
[GJ98], only online algorithms [IK97], performing a single left-to-right scan of
the input stream are suitable for the kinds of applications mentioned above.
Such algorithms must be able to commence the processing of input before all of
it is known. Moreover, their execution time should be linear in the length of the
input stream, and their space requirements should be constant or asymptotic,
since no upper bound on stream length can be guaranteedto exist in the general
case.

Parsing techniques possessing the foregoing characteristics do exist, but im
pose restrictions on the subsets of CFGs which may be used; the LR(A;) class
[Knu65, Ear70] is the most general of such parsable subsets.^ Context-free lan
guages (CFLs) arein LR(A:) only if they can beunambiguously recognized using
a shift-reduce parser employing at most k tokens of lookahead; CFLs that do not
have this property for any finite k are called nondeterministic [AU72] and are
incapable of being parsed by any deterministic pushdown automaton (DPDA).
Deterministic context-free languages (DCFLs) hence form the broadest subset
of CFLs amenable to directional parsing, although it is generally undecidable
whether a given CFL is also a DCFL [HU79]. Every DCFL is guaranteed to
have an LR(1) grammar; this, however, is largely of theoretical significance.
As expressive as the LR(1) grammars are, the construction of parsers for them
can be quite costly in terms of both space and time.^ The LALR(l) subset
[DP82] of LR(1) significantly reduces the state space requirements associated
with canonical LR(1) parsing, and entails only a minimal loss of expressivity.
The construction of LALR(l) parsers can also be significantly faster than for
unrestricted LR(1) [BL89]. Not surprisingly, LALR(l) parser generators such
as yacc and bison [LMB92] are by far the most commonly used tools, as they
offer a sensible compromise between spaceefficiency, runt-time performance and

^LR-Regular (LRR) grammars proposed in [CC73] are even more expressive, but require
a reverse scan of the input prior to parsing. LAR(m) parsers [BS90] require auxiliary finite
state automata to process lookahead conflicts and may have execution time that is quadratic
in the length of the input.

^An algorithm proposed in [Pag77] improves on this by combining LR(1) parser states
whenever possible.



expressive power.

Although an LR(1) grammar is guaranteed to exist for every DCFL, finding
it is not always an easy task. Constructing an LALR(l) grammar for a DCFL
will generally be even more difficult, if not impossible. More often than not, a
CFG submitted to an LR(1) or LALR(l) parser generator will be rejected as
ambiguous.^ The ambiguities in the grammar will take the form of shift-reduce
and/or reduce-reduce conflicts in the DPDA which is to perform the parse. This.
does not necessarily mean that the corresponding CFL is nondeterministic (or
inherently ambiguous); it may still be possible for the parser to recognize the
language if the ambiguities in the grammar can be removed.

One technique aimed at removing ambiguities from LR(A:) CFGs involves
rewriting the grammar into a form that is not ambiguous but still describes the
same CFL. Several canonical forms of CFGs amenable to DPDA parsing, such
as Chomsky Normal Form and Greibach Normal Form,^ have been proposed
and shown to exist for every CFL [Sal73, Woo87]. In some cases, an automated
transformation of CFGs to these forms is possible. However, rewriting a CFG in
this way can adversely impact its readability and maintainability. For one, the
unambiguous CFG will almost always be more complex than the original, am
biguous one [Gru71], containing semantically useless singleproductions [ASU86]
that simply enforce associativity and precedence. More importantly, the new
CFG will no longer reflect the logical or conceptual structure of the language
being defined. Together, these effects complicate the placement of semantic
actions with respect to language constructs. Furthermore, should the original
grammar already contain semantic bindings, it may be extremely difficult or
impossible to transform those bindings as well [PQ96].^

Instead of rewriting the grammar, one may also attempt to resolve existing
shift-reduce and reduce-reduce conflicts by increasing the length k of the looka-
head string from its typical value of one. Doing so is, in fact, strongly advocated
in [PQ96]. Still, increasing lookahead in order to eliminate a few conflicts may
not be justifiable in terms of the added space and time requirements. This is es
pecially true if the ambiguities in question are not resolvable for any reasonable
value of k.

The alternative approach, and the one explored in this paper, relies on
supplementary precedence and associativity information, rather than grammar
rewriting, to resolve parsing ambiguities. Per se, the use of precedence in gram
mar specifications is not new, and forms the basis of an entire family of operator
grammars [AU72, MP72]. Unfortunately, operator grammars have expressive
power far weaker than that of LR(fc) [AU72], and usually require that the prece-

^This ambiguity is defined with respect to the class of grammars - LR(1), LALR(l) - for
which a parser is sought. Ambiguity in the general sense (i.e., the existence of more than one
parse tree for some sentence) for a CFG is undecidable; see Section 2.

^Greibach Normal Form can even be used in conjunction with a top-down LL(fc) parser,
as long as the value of k is sufficiently large.

^Semantics can alsobe associated with specialized action symbols, or nullable nonterminals,
in the grammar. Action symbols better lend themselves to automated transformations than
traditional semantic bindings [Chr99]. Unfortunately, this approach is not very expressive and
requires that a predictive parser, such as LL(1), be used.



dence relation be defined via a separate matrix whose construction is less than
intuitive [Col70]. On the other hand, the yacc and bison parser generators
allow ad hoc precedence and associativity information to be provided in addi
tion to the formal context-free grammar. This information is used to resolve
any conflicts arising during the construction of the LALR(l) DPDA [AJU75],
effectively enlarging the set of grammar descriptions handled by these tools. In
all of the foregoing approaches, however, both associativity and precedence are
bound only to individual tokens. In reality, any token may have precedence,
associativity or semantics that is dependent on its context of use. For example,
the minus sign functions as both a unary and binary operator in most pro
gramming languages. The approach presented in this paper circumvents this
problem by allowing associativity and precedence attributes to be assigned to
entire productions rather than individual symbols. This additional information
is easily embedded within a grammar specification, and need not be provided in
a separate data structure. It may be used to control derivation sequences and
(perhaps more importantly) resolve parser conflicts. The resulting formalism
shall be henceforth referred to as an ordered context-free grammar (OCFG).

For purposes of this paper, we assume that the reader is familiar with the
basic properties of context-free grammars, and with the inner workings of tools
such as yacc or bison. An accessible introductory treatment of the foregoing
is provided in [App98], while [ASU86] and [AU72] serve as excellent reference
sources. The notation used generallyfollows establishedformal languagenomen
clature [AU72, BL89]; unless otherwise indicated, upper-case Latin symbols are
used to represent nonterminals, lower-case Greek symbols represent sentential
forms (sequences of terminals and nonterminals), and lower-case Latin symbols
represent sentences (sequences of terminals only).

Section 2 provides a definition of both a CFG and an OCFG as well the
properties of valid derivationsfor the two. In terms of expressive power, OCFGs
equal ordinary CFGs in that they can enumerate exactly the set of all context-
free languages (CFLs). The usefulness of OCFGs lies in the fact that they
can actually reduce the number of possible derivation trees for a sentence in a
CFL. This property has the effect of reducing, or even completely eliminating,
the degree of ambiguity in a grammar for a context-free language. Even if the
ambiguity is not removed, it is usually possible to induce a strict partial order a-
mong the derivations that remain, and then choose the one which comes "first."
The particulars of generating sentences from OCFGs naturally lead into a dis
cussion of automata suitable for parsing such sentences. To this end. Section 3
conceptually describes the construction algorithm for an abstract nondetermin-
isticc pushdown automaton (NPDA), with A: > 0 token lookahead, from a CFG
or an OCFG. Each state of this automaton can be described as a set of so-called
CFG items or, alternatively, as a strict partial order of OCFG items. As it
turns out, our NPDA formulation provides a convenient mechanism for defining
various subsets of deterministic context-free languages. In Section 4, werely on
CFG items to formally characterize the well-known LR(A:) and LALR(A;) sub
sets of CFGs; analogously, OCFG items become the basis for the definitions of
LRP(A:) and LALRP(A:) subclasses of OCFGs. Parser construction algorithms



for all four of these deterministic subsets are described in Section 5. As may
be expected, parser construction for LRP(A:) and LALRP(A:) is a mere gener
alization of corresponding LR{k) and LALR(A:) algorithms, incorporating the
additional the precedence and associativity information contained in OCFGs.
The parser generator capable of constructing Java^"-based LALRP(l)
parsers from type-safe OCFG specifications is presented in Section 6. Section 7
concludes the paper.

2 Grammar Definitions and Derivation Proper
ties

We begin our discussion by formalizing the notion of a context-free grammar and
of a derivation based on such a grammar. Without loss of generality, we shall
henceforth assume that the start symbol S never occurs on the right-hand side
of any production; this will merely obviate the necessity of defining a separate
augmented grammar when bottom-up parsing is discussed later on.

Definition 1. A context-free grammar (CFG) is a quadruple G =
(Vat,Ft, 5,P), where

(1) Vm is the set of nonterminals in the grammar,
(2) Vt is the set of terminals, such that

(a) Vat n Ft = 0, and
(b) V -de! Vn U Ft constitutes the alphabet of the grammar;

(3) 5 € Fat is the start symbol of the grammar; and
(4) P C V}v XP* is the set of productions in the grammar, so that

(a) If p = {A, ui) € P, wemay instead write p—[A —> lj] GP,
and

(b) Nonterminal A G Vn forms the left part, and sentential
form ijj gV* the right part, of production p.

Definition 2. Let G = {Vn,Vt,S,P) be a CFG per Definition 1.
Then

(1) => is a relation on sentential forms over V and represents a
single CFG derivation step; ai 02 if and only if

(a) ai = 71A72,
(b) 02 = 71^72, and
(c) [A —>• w] e P;

(2) is the transitive closure of => , and
(3) is the transitive-reflexive closure of =^>.

We further define L{G) =def {w GV-fl S =^w} as the language, or
set of all sentences, generated by G.

Definitions 1 and 2 are not ground-breaking in any respect; they are provided
solely as a notational foundation for the formal definition of an ordered context-
free grammar (OCFG) which follows. When generating the sentences in L{G),



we may choose to rely solely on leftmost derivation steps (=») where only the
leftmost nonterminal in each sentential form is expanded. Analogously, we may
use rightmost derivation steps {=^)\ as it turns out, a bottom-up parse of a
sentence reconstructs, in reverse order, the rightmost derivation for that

misentence. These strategies are interchangeable since for every sentential form
j £ V such that 5 =>-7, it must also be true that 5 7 and S 7. This
mterchangeability of derivations is a key property of context-free grammars; as
we shall see later on, it will hold for OCFGs as well.

Definition 3. An ordered context-free grammar (OCFG) is a quad
ruple G = (Fjv, Vt,5,P), where

(1) 1^, Vt, V and S are as per Definition 1; and
(2) P : Vn I—t R, where R C ^(>-,1/"* 1—v N), enumerates the

productions in G\ specifically,
(a) Function P maps every left part A 6 of a production

to a strict partial order^ R of possible right parts w E V
for A,

(b) The recursion count rc{A, lj) denotes the number of occur
rences of nonterminal A in the sentential form cj,

(c) Each right part lj is, in turn, mapped to a unique associa
tivity a E [0, rc{A,Lj)], and

(d) If p = {A,R) E P and (w, a) E R, then we may instead
write p=[A —^ lj •. a\ E P.

It is also convenient to introduce the notion of a core CFG for each ordered
context-free grammar. This CFG can be constructed simply by discarding the
precedence and associativity information contained in the corresponding OCFG.

Definition 4. Let G = (Vat,Vt-, S, P) be an OCFG per Definition 3.
Then there also exists a CFG G' = CORE(G) =des (V^, 5', P'),
called the core grammar of G, where

(1) Vfj = Ev, Vf. = Vt and S' = S; and
(2) [A —> w] E P' if and only if [A —> lj •. a\ E P for someassocia

tivity a.

When devising the production ordering R, we have opted to formalize it in
terms of the )- relation (instead of ^), as it is more natural to specify productions
in the order of decreasing, rather than increasing, precedence. Definition 3
partitions the production set P = {P^ | A 6 Ev} into subsets, each containing
productions for a given nonterminal symbol A. Note that the relation between
two productions pi and p2 may hold only if both ofpi and p2 belong to the same
subset Pa- Furthermore, if pi =P2, then both pi and P2 must refer to one and

®The terminology for set orderings sometimes varies; ourdefinition ofa strict partial order
is adopted from [GH93] and requires that the >- relation on R be transitive, irreflexive and
antisymmetric. Whereas it would also be possible to structure R as a. linear (i.e., total)
order where any two productions in R would be comparable, doing so may unduly restrict the
generative power of OCFGs; see Definition 5 below.



the same production. On the other hand, if pi and p2 reside in different subsets
Pa and Pb, where B ^ A, then they must always be incomparable: pi \\p2-

Whereas one could allow ^ to hold as well when A ^ B, doing so would
introduce undesirable side-effects (in addition to being semantically dubious).
One of the nice properties of CFGs — and of CFG derivations — is that the
nonterminals found in a given sentential form can be expanded in any order.
Because of this, for every derivation S ic of a sentence w, there is also
guaranteed to exist a leftmost derivation S w and a rightmost derivation
S such that all three derivations generate the same parse tree for w. By
confining the y relation to productions with identical left parts, we assure that
this derivation interchangeability holds for ordered context-free grammars as
well.

Permitting to hold among any two productions in G would bring the def
inition of a OCFG closer to that of an ordered grammar, previously studied by
researchers [Fri68, Fri69, Sal73]. Ordered grammars allow production ordering
regardless without regard to their left parts, which has the effect of allowing
the generation of some context-sensitive languages, while (often inadvertently)
limiting the extent to which context-free constructs can be enumerated.'^ The
same holds true with regard to so-called programmed grammars [Ros69]. In a
programmed grammar, each production p is associated with two sets Psuccess
and Pfaiiure of Other productions. Only productions in Psuccess may follow p in
any derivation. If p cannot be applied, then only productions in Pfaiiure may
be used instead. Indexed grammars [Aho68, HU79], yet another generalization
of CFGs, allow special indices i G /, where 7 D F = 0, to be appended to non
terminal symbols. The indices are created through special productions of the
form A—>Bi. When B is subsequently expanded with an ordinary produc
tion B —>LJ, the indices propagate to all nonterminals in w so as to preserve
information about their origin. Conversely, an index immediately following a
nonterminal may be consumed by applying productions of the form Bi —> lj.
Such productions are clearly not context-free, and are context-sensitive only if
LJ —4>i for some 6 (F U7)"*". As it turns out, indexed languages as a whole
form a proper subset of context-sensitive languages.

Having provided and motivated the definition for an OCFG, we now turn
to the problem of constructing a derivation sequence for every sentence (or
sentential form) enumerable by such a grammar. Recall that in the case of
"ordinary" CFG derivations (see Definition 2), a nonterminal A € F^r within
some sentential form lj could be expanded using any of the existing productions
for A. Constructing a OCFG derivation, however, is a bit more complicated.
Given some sentence ly € F^, it no longer suffices to present any parse tree
whose frontier (i.e., the left-to-right sequence of leaf nodes) spells out w, such a
parse tree must also observe the precedence relations — and associativities —
of the productions corresponding to its inner nodes.

^Using a linear orderinstead of partialorderin an ordered grammar would further restrict
its expressive power; see [Sal73].



As we shall see in Section 5 below, OCFG parsing algorithms use associativ
ity and precedence only to resolve shift-reduce or reduce-reduce conflicts. An
absence of such conflicts implies that one derivation tree exists for the sentence
being parsed and no further disambiguation is necessary. It is tempting to
follow the same philosophy with regard to OCFG derivations — namely, that
associativity and precedence should restrict the derivation process only when
doing so eliminates the existence of multiple parse trees for some sentential
form. Using such an approach would also guarantee that every OCFG G is
capable of enumerating exactly the same set of context-free languages that a
corresponding CFG G' = CORE(G) enumerates, since a derivation of a given
sentence (or sentential form) would be rejected only when another, valid one ex
ists. Unfortunately, establishing the existence of several distinct derivations for
a sentential form is equivalent to determining the (non-)ambiguity of the entire
grammar, which is well-known to be undecidable in the general case [Woo87].
In principle, decidability could be achieved via a bottom-up parser construction
algorithm, were we able to restrict our fleld of inquiry to rightmost derivation-
s of DCFLs. As was already mentioned, however, it also cannot generally be
established whether a given CFL is deterministic.

The more fundamental reason for not using associativity and precedence
as mere disambiguation aids is that, per se, they are not intended to elimi
nate ambiguity. The principal motivation behind creating the OCFG formalism
has been to facilitate the generation of "computationally correct" derivation
trees, and the reconstruction of such trees from sentences through parsing. The
requirements for achieving this computational correctness are outlined in Defi
nition 5 below. Those derivations that induce an incorrect order of computation
(say, addition before multiplication) will be rejected as invalid. To be sure, this
process will tend to reduce, and sometimes even eliminate, parse tree ambigui
ties. In certain situations, all existing CFG derivation trees for a sentence may
be invalidated, rendering it syntactically incorrect (seebelow). Still, all of these
should be viewed as secondary effects rather than a primary characteristic of
ordered context-free grammars.

Hence, we shall not concern ourselves with ambiguity when constructing
OCFGderivations. Instead, we focus on constructing a parse tree which, during
a depth-flrst traversal, leads to the computation of semantic actions in an order
that is consistent with the associativity and precedence provided. The formal
characterization of this process is provided in Definition 5 below. As in a CFG,
each non-leafnode of the parse tree corresponds to a production in the grammar.
If any twosuchnodes are adjacent (i.e., connected by an edge), then the top node
should have precedence that is no higher than that of the bottom node. This
willhold true when the top node has lower precedence than the bottom node, if
the two nodes hold different nonterminal symbols and are hence incomparable,
or if the two nodes correspond to the sameproduction and therefore haveequal
precedence. The last case corresponds to a recursive generation of a sentential
form through a repeated application of a single production. The right part
of such a production may contain more than one instance of the left part; it
then becomes the duty of the associativity parameter to indicate which of these



instances should be recursed into (i.e., expanded).

Definition 5. Let G = {Vn,Vt,S,P) be an OCFG per Definition
3. Then

(1) is a relation on sentential forms over V and represents a
single OCFG derivation step; ai =f>a2 if and only if
(a) ai = 'yi(j>\Ai(j)2i2,
(b) Q2 =
(c) Pi = [Ai —>a;: Gi] e P, and
(d) if ao Q:i, where

i. ao = 71^072,
ii. po = [ylo —>• <Ai : oo] £ P,

then one of the following holds:

i. Pi >• Po,
ii. Pi II Po, or
iii. Pi = Po and oi = 0 Mrc{A\, (f)\) —ai —1.®

(2) is the transitive closure of , and
(3) is the transitive-reflexive closure of .V / p p

Analogously to CFGs, we define L{G) =def {'i' 6 | 5 w} as
the language generated by OCFG G.

We establish the well-formedness of an OCFG derivation tree by verifying
the validity of every path from the root node to a frontier node of the tree. For
each path, we establish its correctness inductively using the individual OCFG
expansions, beginning with the initial expansion of the start symbol S. If the
last step of a derivation involves the expansion of some A 6 Vjv in a sentential
form then, of course, an appropriate production pi € P for A must exist as in
ordinary CFG derivations. For OCFG derivations, we must additionally deter
mine whether the nonterminal A was itself created from yet another instance
of A through the use of some recursive production p2 £ P. If so, then p2 must
have precedence that is no higher than that of pi; if p = pi = P2, then we are
dealing with a single production being applied successively in a derivation. If
p has a non-zero associativity a > 0, then we must make sure that it is only
used to expand the a-th instance, if any, of A in its right part. When a = 0,
then the production is non-associative and may be used to expand any and all
occurrences of A in its right part.

Definition 5 may plausibly be viewed as a parse tree generation algorithm,
albeit a very inefficient one. Better approaches for generating sentences from
OCFGs undoubtedly exist. The foregoing definition was constructed with cor
rectness and brevity in mind, and is not intended to serve as an implementation
guideline. Its purpose is simply to make our analysis of OCFGs more systemat
ic. In subsequent sections, we shall focus solely on the complementary problem
parsing of sentences described by OCFGs rather than generating them.

®The Msymbol denotes "exclusive or".



When we compare Definition 5 with Definition 2, we see that the set of al
lowable OCFG derivations is a subset (though not necessarily a proper subset)
of corresponding core CFG derivations. The difference of these two sets con
tains derivations which, while valid for ordinary context-free grammars, do not
observe the appropriate order of computation imposed by the additional asso
ciativity and precedence of OCFG productions. As was mentioned previously,
such a reduction in the number ofOCFG derivations cannot and does not guar
antee derivation unambiguity for any particular sentence. On the other hand, it
may be possible for an OCFG to exclude all derivations (and hence derivation
trees) of a sentence successfully generated by the corresponding core CFG. The
expressive power of any given OCFG is therefore never greater than that of the
its core CFG, and may sometimes be smaller: L{G) C L(CORE{G)).^ This
state of affairs should not be viewed as problematic; should some sentence w
generated by some CFG G cease to be derivable under some OCFG G' where
G = CORE(G'), it simply means that w cannot be constructed without vio
lating the associativity and precedence constraints imposed by G'. Therefore,
whenever w is encountered on the input stream, it should properly be rejected
as syntactically incorrect.

Thus, removing computationally incorrect parse trees has the effectof reduc
ing but not necessarily eliminating — derivation ambiguities in an OCFG.
This fact potentially complicates our key objective, namely, the construction
of deterministic parsers for ordered context-free grammars. Shift-reduce and
reduce-reduce conflicts that hindered the construction of CFG parsers may, in
the worst case, persist for OCFGs. Fortunately, since all productions with the
same left-hand side in a OCFG must be arranged into a strict partial order, we
may use this fact to construct a canonical ordering of the OCFG derivations
themselves. Before we do so, we need to introduce some additional notation.
Whereas S u denotes the existence of at least one distinct derivation for a
sentential form w, we shall use D = to refer to a particular leftmost
derivation for u), in this case labeled D, from some nonterminal A}^ We may
write [A wi] = |A W2] if and only if lji —u)2 and the two derivations
construct the same parse tree.

Definition 6. Let G = {Vpf,VT,S,P) be a OCFG per Definition
3. If there exist two valid derivations D = [TA^-qi and
ZP WA " Tl r A TT 1 • * Itn P ImP ^

~ *^2=^^21 for A e V)v and yielding, respectively, ui e
V* and 012 S V", then one can establish a strict partial order >-
between D and E according to the following rules:

(1) If [A —y Qi : oi] y [A —y 02 : 02], then D y E; otherwise,
(2) K[A-^ai:ai]x[A —y a2 : 02], then D ^ E] otherwise,
(3) If [A—)-ai : oi] = [A—>-a2 : ^2] and ai —02 ~ (j>iB(j)2 such

that oil = (j>itpi(l>2 and 012 = for B eVn, then

^However, since nothing ever prevents us from constructing an OCFG Gsuch that L(G) =
L{CORE{G)), OCFGs are capable of enumerating all context-free languages similarlv to
CFGs.

^°In the most generalcase, of course, we have A —S.

10
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(a) If wi = Qi VW2 = a2! then D = E; otherwise,
(b) If \B Vil ^ V2I, then D y E] otherwise,
(c) If [•B=t'0i] -< [^=a-i/'2], then D ^E.

In all other situations, the derivations are incomparable: D \\ E.

The strict partial order presented in Definition 6 is induced directly from
production precedences, and assumes that both D and E represent valid left
most OCFG derivations per Definition 5. Note that a canonical derivation
scheme must be established in order for the OCFG derivations to form a strict

partial order. We chose leftmost derivation as our scheme since it intuitively
corresponds to a left-to-right parse of the input, and because it easily and con
veniently maps into item closure computations within each DPDA state, as well
as to state transitions. Note that if wi = UJ2, then Definition 6 establishes a
unique ordering among two derivations of the same sentential form (or the same
sentence), allowing us to consistently pick the one that is "first". As we shall see
in Section 5 below, this ordering will enable us to resolve many reduce-reduce
conflicts arising during parser construction. When ui UJ2, the canonical or
dering between D and E is also convenient because it aids us in eliminating
some of the shift-reduce conflicts. This is also discussed in Section 5.

3 Non-Deterministic Pushdown Automata as

Hypothetical Parsers

Theoretically, every context-free language (GFL) can be parsed with a non-
deterministic pushdown automaton (NPDA) [Woo87]. In practice, only deter
ministic pushdown automata (DPDA) are constructed;^^ their power of recog
nition is restricted to deterministic context-free languages (DGFLs). The LR(fc)
and LALR(A:) classes of languages, as well as the LRP(A:) and LALRP(A:) class
es we introduce in Section 4, are all subsets of DGFLs. It turns out, however,
that all of these deterministic classes can be defined much more conveniently
as subsets of all GFGs or OCFGs, simply by imposing various restrictions on a
special NPDA which we shall presently define.

One of the main tenets of bottom-up parsing is that every viable prefix
7 £ F*, appearing on the stack at some point during the parse, corresponds to
a state in the pushdown automaton [ASU86]. As the number of distinct viable
prefixes is potentially infinite, every state of the DPDA necessarily corresponds
to an entire equivalence class of viable prefixes. On the other hand, each state of
our NPDA corresponds to exactly one viable prefix. In defining the NPDA, we
rely on the existence of rightmost derivations in the underlying grammar
G; the definition itself shall proceed by construction. Initially, we shall also
assume (without loss of generality) that G is an ordinary CFG. For OCFGs, the
ordering of derivations corresponding to an NDPA state matters as well, as we
will see shortly.

^^On-the-fly generation of NPDA states by a deterministic algorithm, although possible, is
very inefficient.
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The state spaceofan NPDA (or ofany other automaton) may be viewed as a
digraph where the nodes correspond to states and the edges to state transitions.
An NPDA state associated with the viable prefix 7 € P* found on its parse
stack shall henceforth simply be called "state 7." Conceptually, viable prefix
7 encapsulates all of the shift and reduce operations which have taken place
before state 7 was reached; shift and/or reduce actions taking place at state
7 will yield transitions to other NPDA states. The start state of the NPDA
is assigned the empty viable prefix e since no operations have taken place yet.
The remaining states are obtained by computing the closure of possible state
transitions as dictated by grammar G.

First, we take any node a already in the digraph (initially, this will be node e,
where |e| = 0). Theexistence ofnode a implies that S az for some remaining
input z e Z CVf. Next, we compute the set Sa = FIRSTi(Z) C Vt of tokens
which may be retrieved from the input in state a. For each such token s e Sa,
create a node in the digraph labeled as and insert a directed edge from a to as.
Then, we determine the set 7^^ = {[A —> w] GP | 5 PAz Pljz = azj of
productions whichmay be used to reduce the contents a of the parse stack. For
each such production, wemust determine the appropriate value of p in the fore
going expression, and add a directed edge between the current node a and node
labeled PA, which should already exist. Finally, we repeat the previous step-
s for all newly created nodes; for cycle-free grammars, this process eventually
terminates. Should the grammar contain any direct or indirect recursion, how
ever, the number of viable prefixes — and hence distinct NPDA states — will
become infinite. This is not problematic, sincethis infinite NPDA state space is
implicitly folded into a finite DPDA state space during the parser construction
process.

In the foregoing, we have used the shift and reduce operations allowable
in state a of our NDPA solely to compute transitions to other states. For the
purposes of parsing, it is also necessary to encodethese permissibleoperations in
each state itself. This is most commonly done using a set ofso-called items-, each
item contains some productionp —[A —>-0;] e P and a position, p^p\T}p —oj
indicating which leftmost portion r? of w has already been reconstructed from
the input. Additionally, each item stores a lookahead w which may follow pp
on the input stream. Using items allows us to characterize each a of our NPDA
independently of other states, as the following definition shows.

Definition 7. Let G be a CFG per Definition 1. Then corre
sponds to state a in the NPDA constructed for G, and is a set of
CFG items in that state. For each such CFG item {p,d,w) e

(1) p = [A—>pp]e P;
(2)
(3) S 6Ay dppw, and
(4) a = Sp.

Each CFG item may alternately be written as [A —> Pap\w] G3^
•'a*

12



One of the consequences of using an NPDA, visible in Definition 7, is that
each and every CFG item in an NPDA state a is associated with exactly one
rightmost CFG derivation S=^6Ay^^ar}w, with rjw remaining to be read
from the input stream.^^ We make use of this property when constructing
NPDA states for an OCFG. Since OCFG derivations form a strict partial order
(see Definition 6), so can OCFG items residing in a given NPDA state.

Definition 8. Let G be an OCFG per Definition 3. Then
corresponds to state a in the NPDA constructed for G, and is a
strict partial order of OCFG items in that state. For each such
OCFG item {p,d,w) G p3^,

(1) p=[A—>pT]:a]£P-
(2) d=H

^ ^ and
(4) a = dp.

Each OCFG item may alternately be written as [A —> p^p : a\w] G
pJ^. The strict partial order of the OCFG items in NPDA state a
is exactly the same that of their corresponding OCFG derivations,
identified in (3) above.

The rationale for establishing an ordering among the OCFG items is that it
allows us to resolve some of the action conflicts arising during the construction
of a deterministic parser. Should a conflict involving two distinct items in
a state arise which cannot be resolved using lookahead alone, we may resolve
it "in favor" of the OCFG item with the higher precedence, as determined
by its accompanying OCFG derivation. If the conflict involves one and the
same OCFG item, the associativity of the underlying production can be used
to choose either a shift or a reduce action. Since only a partial order exists
among OCFG items, the foregoing conflict resolution mechanism may not always
succeed. Nevertheless, this still represents a marked improvement over ordinary
CFGs, where such resolutions are never possible.

Finally, it is important to note that the above definitions allow for unlimited
lookahead on the input stream. In practical parsing scenarios, lookahead is
typically restricted to some fixed length A: > 0. Hence, it is sensible to also
impose this restriction on CFG and OCFG items that make up states in our
hypothetical NPDA.

Definition 9. Let 3^ be a set of CFG items in NPDA state a per
Definition 7. Then 3^, where A; > 0, is a set of CFG items with k-
token lookahead in state a, so that (p,d,FIRST/:(i(;)) G3^ for every
(p,d,w) G 3^.

^^The unique derivation property will no longer hold, of course, once the NPDA states are
folded into DPDA states.

^®In ourNPDA, conflicting actions aresimply pursued simultaneously, in a manner typical
for nondeterministic automata.
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Definition 10. Let p2J„ be a strict partial order of OCFG items in
NPDA state a per Definition 8. Then p3^, where A: > 0, is a strict
partial order of OCFG items with k-token lookahead in state a, so
that {p, d,FIRSTfc(m)) 6 for every {p,d,w) e p3„.

When only a finite number k of initial tokens is stored for each lookahead
string, it is possible for two previously distinct sets of CFG or OCFG items to
become equal: 3^ = '̂ 0 or p3* = p3^, for a ^ p. As we shall see in Section
4 below, the different parsable subsets of CFGs and OCFGs differ precisely as
to when this equality holds. Note that for p3„ = to hold, the ordering
of the constituent items, as well as the items themselves (possibly modulo the
lookahead sets), must be identical.

It is possible to construct the theoretical automaton just described for any
CFG or OCFG. Shift and reduce operations allowed at a state a, as indicated
by the sets Sa and TZa, may all be attempted simultaneously if need be; there is
no notion of a conflict in a nondeterministic automaton. More than one of these
attempts (or none at all) may succeed, possibly leading to multiple derivation
trees being constructed for the same input sentence. Deterministic bottom-up
parsers encountered in practice, however, may produce at most a single parse
tree for any given input. Furthermore, operations can no longer be undertaken
simultaneously; the automaton must perform a single shift or reduce, possibly
after consulting lookahead obtained from the input stream. This necessitates
that a suitable restriction be placed on allowable input grammars, as discussed
in the next section.

4 Deterministic Subsets of CFGs and OCFGs:

LR(^), LALR(A:), LRP(A:) and LALRP(A:)
In order to use bottom-up parsing algorithms, we will need to restrict our

choice of input grammars to subsets capable of being handled by a DPDA with
fixed-length lookahead. Ideally, such a restriction would encompass exactly the
grammars describing deterministic context-free languages (DGFLs). However,
since the determinism of a context-free language is not decidable, neither can
be the properties of any grammar describing such a language. Fortunately, one
can definesubsets of such grammars, corresponding to subsets of DGFLs, whose
boundaries are known. For any grammar G contained in these subsets, one can
then construct a DPDA capable of unambiguously recognizing all sentences in
L{G). The LR(A;) subset of CFGs is actually capable of describing all of the
DGFLs; in fact, LR(1) is sufficient for the task [Knu65, AU72], although an
appropriate LR(1) grammar for a DCFL may be difficult to obtain (see Section
1). For defining the LR(A:) subset, we rely on the NPDA constructed in the
previous section.

Definition 11. Let G —{Vm,Vt,S,P) be a CFG per Definition 1.
We say that G G LR(A:), for A: > 0, if and only if for any two states
a, P in the NPDA for G, the conditions
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(1) [A—>niAm\wi] e 3^;
(2) [5—>ti2AV2\'W2] e 3^;
(3) 3^ = 3^; and
(4) [A—y¥" [B—>tJ.2Am\'f"2]

jointly imply that FIRSTfc(7?iw;i) n FIRSTfc(7?2W^2) = 0-

The LALR(/:) subset of LR(A:) is obtained by merging the states of the
LR(A:) DPDA until it becomes an LR(0) DPDA, but nevertheless employs k-
tuples of lookahead to resolve action conflicts. Compared with LR(fc) grammars,
LALR(A:) grammars have significantly reduced storage requirements, while in
curring only a slight loss of expressivity. Note that our use of an NPDA prevents
us from having to specify the process merging of lookaheads that is necessary
during DPDA construction. (Traditionally, researchers have found it difficult
to elegantly define LALR(A:) grammars [DP82].) The brevity obtained in Def
initions 12 and 14 that follow is possible due to our use of a nondeterministic
automaton as the hypothetical parser engine.

Definition 12. Let G = (Vn,Vt,S,P) be a CFG per Definition 1.
We say that G £ LALR(A;), for A: > 0, if and only if for any two
states a,/3 in the NPDA for G, the conditions

(1) [A—>HiAm\wi] e 3*;
(2) [B—yfJ,2AV2\w2]e3^-,
(3) 3« = 3^; and
(4) [A—yfJ.iAm\'Wi]^[B—>H2aV2\w2]

jointly imply that FIRSTfc(7/iu;i) n FIRSTfc(7;2W2) = 0-

Having provided alternative definitions for the well-known LR(A:) and LA-
LR(fc) subclasses of CFGs, we are now ready to define the analogous subclasses
of LRP(A:) ("LRk with Precedence") and LALRP(A:) ("LALR(k) with Prece
dence") for ordered context-free grammars. The definitions for LRP(A;) and
LALRP(A:) that follow are almost identical to those for LR(A:) and LALR(A:),
except that each NPDA state p3^ is now viewed as a strict partial order of
items rather than an unordered set. As one may expect, this additional order
ing of items may make it "harder" for any two states p3^ and p3jg. A: > 0 to
be deemed equivalent, and hence foldable into the same DPDA state. A de
terministic parser constructed for an OCFG may therefore contain more states
than one for the corresponding core CFG. In practice, however, it is somewhat
difficult to find an OCFG G for which the number of DPDA states is greater
than for CORE(G). Section 7 elaborates on this matter further.

Definition 13. Let G = {Vn, Vt, S, P) be an OCFG per Definition
3. We say that G £ LRP(A:), for A: > 0, if and only if for any two
states a,j3 in the NPDA for G, the conditions

(1) [A—: almi] £ p3^;
(2) [B—yn2AV2 •b\w2] £ p3|;
(3) p3^ = p3;|; and
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(4) [A—: a|w;i] ^ [B—>fJ,2AV2 • &|w2]

jointly imply that FIRSTA;(7;iii;i) DFIRSTfc(772in2) = 0-

Definition 14. Let G = (V}v, Vr, S, P) be an OCFG per Definition
3. We say that G GLALRP(A;), for A: > 0, if and only if for any two
states a, ^ in the NPDA for G, the conditions

(1) [A—: a|n;i] 6
(2) [B—>H2aV2 •• b\w2] G
(3) p3l = p3%-, and
(4) [A—: a|u;i] [B—>•^21% •" h\w2]

jointly imply that FIRSTaCt^iWi) DFiRSTfc(772W2) = 0-

Interestingly, eventhough a grammar G GLRP(A;), this does not necessarily
mean that CORE(G) G LR(A:)! Recall that the allowable derivations in a OCFG
must be a subset of those in a CFG (see Definition 5); many CFG derivations
do not respect the appropriate invariants for associativity and precedence, and
are pruned from the set. A lesser number of possible derivations for a sentence
translates into fewer conflicts during deterministic parsing of that sentence.
Conversely, the core grammar G' —CORE(G) may contain more shift-reduce
and reduce-reduce conflicts than the corresponding OCFG G so that, in fact,
G' ^ LR(fc). The same argument holds for LALRP(fc) and LALR(A:) grammars
as well.

5 Parser Construction for LRP(A;) and LALRP(A;)
Grammars

In the previous section, we have presented axiomatic definitions for LR(ifc),
LRP(A:), LALR(A:) and LALRP(A:) grammars, phrased in terms of an abstract
NDPA. As concise as these definitions are, they fall somewhat short in guiding
the design and construction of actual parsers for these grammars. Determin
istic parsing algorithms for LR(A:) and LALR(A:), especially when A: = 1, have
been a subject of extensive research in the past and we will not analyze them
here. Instead, we shall outline the parser construction techniques for LRP(A:)
and LALRP(A:) grammars on the assumption that the reader is already famil
iar with the corresponding LR(1) and LALR(l) approaches. In what follows,
we informally outline the phases that the parser construction algorithm should
consist of. These phases were chosen to allow for a separation of concerns with
in the algorithm, and to make it as understandable as possible. Clearly, the
objectives ofour exposition may conflict with the objective of parsingefficiency,
a topic which has successfully been addressed elsewhere [Pag77, DP82, BL89].
An actual implementation ofthe LALRP(A:) parser construction algorithm (for
A: = 1) may be found in the Bcrtfjd^" tool, discussed in Section 6 below.

Obviously, the parserconstruction process for anyof the grammarsdiscussed
in Section 4 does not involve the actual creation of an entire NPDA and its
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subsequent reduction to a DPDA, since the number of distinct NPDA states can
potentiallybe infinite. Each NPDA state 3^ or as it is computed, is instead
immediately folded into an appropriate DPDA state 3'̂ or p3^, respectively,
per equivalence criterion (3) in Definitions 11, 12, 13 or 14. During the folding
operation, the set of items comprising the NPDA state is merged into the set of
items in the DPDA state: 3^ -f- 3jg U3^ or p3^ p3]| Up3^. For LALR(A:) or
LALRP(A:) grammars, this may actually enlarge |3^| or |p3^| due to differing
lookaheads.

If no appropriate 3^ or p3^ DPDA state exists, one is simply created from
3^ or p3*. When this is done, all applicable shift transitions out of this new
state are computed as well. All shift actions correspond to either a valid k-
tuple on the input stream which needs to be read in, or to a fc-tuple of symbols
found on the top of the parse stack. In any event, we need not consider the
reduction actions at this phase of parser construction, since they cannot lead
to new DPDA states. At the same time, shift actions per se cannot lead to
conflicts during transition computation.

Once the DPDA state closure is complete, we may compute the reduce tran
sitions that are applicable in each state. It is only during this computation
that shift-reduce and reduce-reduce conflicts may arise. In the case of LR(fc),
LALR(A:) or some other subset of CFGs, such conflicts cannot be resolved, as
no ordering of any kind exists among CFG items in each state. Instead, the
conflicts must be eliminated altogether through a rewriting of the grammar (or
the use of ad hoc directives allowable by tools such as yacc or bison). But for
OCFG subsets such as LRP(A:) or LALRP(A:), the OCFG items in each state do
possess an ordering (see Definition 8), reflecting the ordering of their underly
ing OCFG derivations. When confronted with a conflict, we simply choose the
action which corresponds to applying the OCFG item with the higher prece
dence. Should a shift-reduce conflict involve a single OCFG item, we choose
an action in accordance with the associativity of the production in the item:
if the production is left-associative (a = 1), we reduce; if it is right-associative
(a = rc{A,cj)), we shift; in all other circumstances, the shift-reduce conflict
persists.

In all cases — LR(fc), LALR(A:), LRP(fc) or LALRP(A:) — the foregoing
procedure will yield a bottom-up parser capable of deciding if an input sentence
is enumerated by the corresponding grammar. An OCFG parser may have
more states than a corresponding CFG parser; since OCFG states are strict
partial orders (see Section 4 above), several distinct orderings of the same set
of OCFG items may well map to a single CFG state. At the same time, LR(A:)
and LRP(fc) parsers will always have more states than their LALR(fc) and LA-
LRP(fc) counterparts.^^ Generally, the resulting parsers — whether table-driven
or code-driven — will be slightly larger for OCFGs than for CFGs. Not only

directional DPDA parser cannot resolve shift-reduce conflicts when rc{A,w) > 2 and
1 < a < rc(A,cj); to do so would require unbounded lookahead.

^^An LR(fc) parser construction algorithm proposed in [Pag77], and easily applicable to
LRP(fc), folds parser states whenever possible; the resulting parser may then have as few
states as a corresponding LALR(A:) or LALRP(A:) DPDA.
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Figure 1: A sample OCFG for a line calculator

may the total number of states be greater, but improved conflict resolution may
lead to a greater number of encoded actions within each state as well. This
increase in size, of course, corresponds to the increased expressiveness of the
source grammars.

6 The Parser Generator

•Bert!)a is a parser generator for LALRP(l) grammars. It relies extensively on
the Java^" programming language — not only for its implementation, but also
for the syntax, structure and semantics of acceptable input grammars. The
IBertfja input language is merely a simple extension of Java that introduces ad
ditional keywords such as grammar, symbol and reduce, among a few others.
The advantage of extending an existing source language in this way, aside from
the obviously simplified learning curve, is that one can easily leverage many
desirable properties of this language. In the case of iBcrtfja, all grammar spec
ifications are properly encapsulated and completely type-safe. The fact that
the input language is based on Java also greatly simplifies the generation of the
output — which, not surprisingly, is a Java program itself.

Figure 2 on page 19 contains the source code for a grammar specification
— complete with semantic actions — processable by the fBertlja parser gener
ator. This specification corresponds to the grammar shown in Figure 1. By
convention, each IBertlja input file must possess the extension .bertha, and its
base name must be identical to that ofthe outermost grammar (ic in our case)
contained in it. The . java output file created by IBett^o will also share this
base name. It should be fairly obvious that the grammar Ic shown in Figure 2
is very similar to an ordinary Java class; in fact, each grammeir is converted to
a class when the output file is written.

Although Figure 2 does not show it, it is also possible for a grammeir to have
another grammar nested within it. In such a situation, both grammars share
the underlying parserengine as well as the input stream. A sub-parse using the
nested grammar is performed whenever the outer grammar is about to retrieve a
token, whether by shifting or lookahead, from the input. A typicalapplication of
nested grammars is in the construction of parsers for programming languages.
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// Ic.bertha
// This file defines a simple grammar for a line calculator

grammar Ic { // must match Ic.bertha; will create Ic.java
int result; // attribute of the grammar object

// the program processes what is on the command line
public static void mainCString args[]) throws zll.bertha.run.ParseError {

Ic calc = new IcCnew java.io.StringReader(ArgString(args))};
Ic.ParseO ;
System.out .printlnC'The result is " + calc.result) ;

symbol S { reduce(E expr) { result = expr.val; }}
symbol E { int val; // attribute for nonterminal E

reduce(num n) { val = Integer.decode(n.toString()); }
reduce("(", E s, ")") { val = s.val; >
reduce(add.op o, E s) { switch(o.oper) {

case : val = s.val; break;
case val = - s.val; breetk;

rightassoc reduce(E base, E exponent) {
val = (int)Math.pow(base.val, exponent.val);

leftassoc reduce(E si, mul_op o, E s2) { switch(o.oper) •[
case • ♦': val = si. val ♦ s2. val; break;
case val = si.val / s2.val; break;

leftassoc reduce(E si, add_op o, E s2) -[ switch(o.oper) {
case val = si.val + s2.val; break;
case val = si.val - s2.val; break;

}}
>
class char_sym { char oper; } // base class
symbol add_op extends char_sym {

reduce("+") { oper = '+'; }
reduceC"-") { oper = }

}
symbol mul.op extends char.sym •£

reduce('"»") { oper = }
reduceC"/") ^ oper = '/'; }

symbol num { StringBuffer val = new StringBufferO;
scanO {

int c = peekO;
if(c < '0' I I c > '9') return false;
do {

val.append((char)get()) ; c = peekO;
>
whileCc >= '0' tb c <= '9');
return true;

}
}

} II end of grammar Ic

Figure 2: A sample Sertfja grammar specification (ic.bertha)
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Figure 3: A contrived OCFG requiring additional DPDA states

where the outer grammar describes the actual language constructs while the
inner grammar lays out the structure of comments and other white space. No
longer limited by a finite-state acceptor such as that found in lex or flex, one
can easily parse nested comments and extract comment-embedded content such
as javadoc documentation.

All symbols are also implemented as classes and are nested inside their
respective grammars. In this way, symbols may access attributes and meth
ods defined in the grammar objects.^® By convention, the first symbol to be
defined inside a grammar constitutes the start symbol of the grammar. Non
terminal symbols have one or more reduce (...) methods defined, whereas
terminals must possess a single scan() method. As is customary, no symbol is
allowed to be both a terminal anda nonterminal. For nonterminal symbols, the
reduce(...) methods must be defined in the order of decreasing precedence;
the strict linearorder thus obtainedmay be viewed as a special case ofthe strict
partial order ofproductions described in Section 2, Definition 3. The signature
of each reduce (...) method may optionally be preceded by a leftassoc or
rightassoc to indicate the corresponding production's associativity. For ter
minal symbols, the scanO method must implement the reading of the input
stream, and return a Boolean value indicating whether the token match was
successful.

Because symbols are merely Java classes, they may freely inherit attributes
and methods from other classes. This is shown in Figure 2, where symbol-
s add_op and mul_op both inherit the char op attribute, used to store the
operator type, from an auxiliary base class char_sym. More importcmtly, the
consistent use of classes, in conjunction with the type-safety of Java, implies
that the parsers constructed by Bertfja arethemselves type-safe. This property
is essential for the construction of reliable software systems, yet is missing from
popular parser generators such as bison and yacc.

7 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we have presented a new, ordered variant ofcontext-free gram
mars capable along with the means to generate the context-free languages they

^®This includes the getO and peekO methods for manipulating the input stream; the
stream itself is always a subclass of Java.io.Reader.
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describe and to construct parsers for them. As an initial work, the paper con
sisted mostly of definitions; theoretical results pertaining to OCFGs, LRP(fc)
and LALRP(fc) are yet to be obtained. In particular, it would be interesting to
obtain a tight upper bound on the number of distinct DPDA states in a parser
constructed for an LRP(A:) or LALRP(A:) grammar. On the one hand, it seems
reasonable to assume that the number of states may be greater than those ob
tained for a corresponding core LR(A:) or LALR(fc) grammar, since there may
exist multiple states containing the same items whose ordering differs. How
ever, in the course of constructing fiSerttja grammars for various programming
languages, we have almost never encountered such a situation.

A very contrived LALRP(fc) grammar which does require two additional
states beyond those of an LR(0) automaton is shown in Figure 3. After scanning
in token ' 'A'', the parser must choose whether to reduce it to a C or a D. This,
however, depends on whether the C or D is to be derived from an A or a B. If an
Ais being derived, then "k" should clearly be reduced to a C, as [A—y C : 0]
has higher precedence than [A—>D : 0]. Conversely, if a B is being derived,
then one must reduce the ''A'' to a D since [B—>D : 0] y [B—>C : 0].
Clearly, two distinct states, rather than one, must exist for reducing '' A''; the
same holds true for token ''B''.

On the whole, it may be possible that the average number of states for a
shift-reduce parser for an OCFC only barely exceeds that for the corresponding
core CFC, even if the theoretical upper bound is less than promising. This issue
remains to be investigated.

Another area amenable to further improvement concerns the IBertlja parser
generator itself. As it is presently constructed, IBerttja allows symbols, and
indeed other grammars, to be nested within grammars in the form of Java inner
classes. The presence of this inner class construct leads us to ask whether it
is also be desirable to nest symbols within each other. Aside from the obvious
encapsulation benefits this would provide — the nested symbols would not be
visible to the rest of the grammar — such nesting also opens up possibilities
for further optimizing the parse process. Any inner symbol, as long as it is
instantiated during the parse, must eventually be reduced to an enclosing symbol
(or symbols). Hence, enclosing symbols may safely expose inherited attributes
to all of their nested symbols. This capability would certainly be a welcome
addition to bottom-up parser generators, traditionally capable of handling only
synthesized attributes. Note that the nested symbol paradigm still would not
allow us to determine, as LL(A:) parsers generators do, which of the enclosing
productions are being completed. It should, however, allow us to establish the
identity of some, or perhaps even all, of the enclosing nonterminals. At this
point, it is unclear to us whether the introduction of nested symbols will leave
the bottom-up parsing algorithm essentially unchanged, or whether it will lead
to some amalgamation of bottom-up and top-down techniques, such as is found
in left-corner [RL70] parsing and exemplified by the recursive ascent-descent
[Hor93] implementation technique. Further research — and experimentation —
is clearly called for here.
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